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ABOUT US
Webtel has been successfully providing Software Solutions for
'e' Compliances for over 2 decades.
Our customer-centric approach motivated us to diversify into more
products and services in addition to Compliance Products, not only
locally but also globally.
Moreover, we have a vast pool of resources, technical skills, certified
experts and hands-on experience to continuously innovate and
upgrade.

Compliance is in our DNA.
We understand your Challenges
and we have Solutions for You!
Leading Compliance Solutions Company

Web-Sign by Webtel is one such easy-to-use, compliant.
Web-e-Sign works, at client premises, on different modes of
integration as per the convenience of clients.

Powerful bulk e-signing solution that
facilitates the signing of single or
multiple PDF documents with a digital
signature.

1

e- Signing made easy in an encrypted format

2

Staying compliant with the issuance of DSC

3

Easy-to-use interface to sign documents digitally

4

Email utility to send digitally signed documents directly by mail

5

Secure online signing to check the authenticity of the signer

6

Support team for end-to-end assistance

Case Study 1

How Web-e-Sign Simplified
Bulk Signing for a Leading
Helmet Brand in India,
Studds?

The
Story
As being one of the most popular and leading helmet brands
in India, it was important for Studds, to meet its compliance
requirements on time. For that, they required a digital signing
solution that can seamlessly sign their compliance documents
on time and without any error. Their existing e-signing solution
was not up to the mark and failed to meet the requirements of
the company. After this, they started hunting for a better
solution that can meet their regular e-signing requirements
This was the time when they booked a demo of web-e-sign,
which impressed the management of the company with its fast
and accurate digital signing of documents. As Studds, were
already using the DSC token provided by Webtel for a long
time, they already had trust in Webtel products.
This trust and impressive performance of our product led the
company to choose Web-e-Sign as their permanent bulk
digital signing solution.

Role of
Web-e-Sign
• Integration: When the experts in Webtel got the task
to integrate Web-e-Sign into the business processes
of Studds, it took just 10 days to integrate Web-e-Sign
into their business process.
• ERP Used: The business processes of Studds were
powered by SAP ERP.
• Usage: Web-e-sign is used in Studds for e-Signing of
all business documents like invoices, agreements,
purchase orders, HR-related documents, contracts,
Form 16, etc.
• Success: Web-e-Sign made bulk signing a whole lot
faster in Studds, and meeting compliance
requirements on time became easier.

Case Study 2

How Web-e-Sign Transformed
the Flight of Compliances in
Spice Jet?

The
Story
It is very obvious for a leading airline company like Spice Jet to have documents in bulk for signing,
whether it be compliance documents or any other business documents. To make the whole process of bulk
signing fast and seamless, the leading airline company was looking for a bulk digital signing solution, that
can get seamlessly integrated with their SAP ERP & provide them with a fast, accurate, and at the same
time a secure digital signing experience.

Spice Jet was already a user of Webtel’s other compliance
products, like Web-e-TDS and Web-GST, which gave the company
an extraordinary e-compliance experience.

Therefore, without any second thought & without hunting for
other e-Signing solutions, Spice Jet decided to meet their
digital signing requirements with Webtel’s Web-e-Sign.

Role of
Web-e-Sign
• Integration: Once team Webtel started the integration
process it took a very less time of 7 days to fully
integrate Web-e-Sign into the business processes of
Spice Jet.
• ERP Used: The business processes of Spice Jet were
powered by SAP ERP.
• Usage: The major usage of Web-e-Sign, that the
company made, was for passenger’s PNR-wise
invoices, agreements, purchase orders, HR documents,
contracts, form 16, etc.
• Success: After the integration of Web-e-Sign, the
leading airline company is now able to meet all its digital
signing requirements without worrying about errors,
security & reliability.

Case Study 3

How Web-e-Sign Ensured
High-Speed Bulk Signing in
Hughes?

The
Story
As the leading global provider of broadband
satellite networks and services, Hughes
Communications India Pvt. Ltd. has to deal
with a lot of business documents frequently.
The signing of all these documents
manually was a challenge for the company,
that’s why they thought of switching to a fast
& reliable e-signing solution, that can get
integrated with their SAP ERP and provide
hassle-free bulk e-signing. This was the
time when they landed at Web-e-Sign.

Role of
Web-e-Sign
• Integration: After an impressive demo of Web-e-Sign, it took around 10 days of time for experts in Webtel, to
fully integrate Web-e-Sign into the business process of Hughes.

• ERP Used: The business processes of Hughes were powered by SAP ERP.
• Usage: After this seamless integration, Hughes made full utilization of Web-e-Sign for e-signing of all its
invoices, agreements, purchase orders, HR documents, Contracts, Form 16, and other departments’ invoices
for all locations.

• Success: After the integration of Web-e-Sign, it has been one of the major reasons for successful
compliances and business achievements in Hughes.

Case Study 4
Ṅ

How Web-e-Sign resolved the
E-Signing concerns of
Panasonic, a leading electronics
manufacturer?

The
Story

Being one of the largest global consumer electronics
manufacturers with a substantial market share in India, Panasonic
surely has a fair share of documents, forms and invoices to be
authorized. The brand went on a search mission to find a digital
signing solution to meet its compliance requirements but ended up
facing accuracy and reliability issues. Searching the market but
unable to find their ideal bulk e-signing solution, Panasonic
approached Webtel for assistance.
Soon after, our team demonstrated the product to the
management which further impressed them with its fast and
accurate digital signing service. Being a user of our WEB-GST
software for a few years, reliability was not really an issue.
Moreover, our software provided Panasonic with a seamless ERP
integration and security assurance for their bulk e-signing
requirements.
On getting satisfactory results from the software and complete
assistance from our team, Panasonic stopped their search at
Web-e-Sign and incorporated the software to all their
bulk e-signing requirements.

Role of Web-e-Sign
• Integration: Having gained complete trust of Panasonic on our
product, our team took an 8 days period to integrate Web-e-Sign into
their business process.
• ERP Used: Panasonic used their in-house built ERP to manage their
business processes.
• Usage: Web-e-Sign powers the e-signing process of Panasonic’s
Invoices, Agreements, Purchase Orders, HR documents, Contracts
and Forms.
• Success: After the integration of Web-e-Sign, Panasonic is now able
to run the management process smoothly and at a faster pace without
having to worry about privacy and security related issues.

Case Study 5
Ṅ

How Web-e-Sign assisted in a
smooth flow of the activities of
Vectus Industries?

The
Story

With a nationwide presence and over 30 years of
experience, Vectus Industries Ltd is one of the leading
water tank manufacturers in India. Having a significant
presence in the industry, there are times when the
company has to face certain hardships in terms of
authentication and approval of all the documents and
receipts. Manually signing off these documents is clearly
not a feasible option, so the management team of Vectus
started looking for a bulk e-signing solution.
As satisfied users of our GST, e-invoicing, and e-way bill
software, they approached us for the Web-e-Sign software
without looking for an alternative. Our team of experts
immediately connected with them to schedule a demo of
the product. Soon after the satisfaction of their
management, our team initiated the installation process.
Vectus Industries, impressed by the performance and
services of Webtel, made another significant addition to our
list of satisfied clients.

Role of Web-e-Sign
• Integration: The integration of Web-e-Sign with
all their business processes was done within a
span of 10 days.
• ERP Used: The business processes of Vectus
Industries are powered by SAP ERP.
• Usage: Web-e-Sign is used as an e-signing
solution for all the Invoices, Agreements,
Purchase Orders, Contracts, and Form16 for
Vectus Industries Ltd.
• Success: Web-e-Sign worked as the perfect
solution for all the issues concerning Bulk digital
signatures and assisted in a smooth workflow for
Vectus Industries.

Case Study 6

Ṅ

How Web-e-Sign supported
the smooth workflow of Marelli
SKH Exhaust Systems Pvt. Ltd.?

The
Story

A joint venture between Magneti Marelli and SKH SMC, the company formed as a specialized exhaust
manufacturer for major automobile giants. As the financial activities grew, it became a task for the
management to manually sign and approve all the documents, invoices, and contracts. The company started
exploring options and finding a bulk digital signing solution to make the functioning of their organization and
save the management from the tedious task of manually authenticating all the documents.

Exploring options and juggling through different software, the company decided to give Webtel a shot. Being
an active user of our e-invoicing and e-way bill solution for a few years now, the management extended their
interest in Web-e-Sign, our fast and accurate solution for digital signatures.
Team Marelli SKH booked a demo with us for Web-e-Sign and our services didn’t fail to impress them.
Without a second thought, they made Web-e-Sign their permanent solution to bulk e-signing and attained the
desired results.

Role of Web-e-Sign
•

Integration: On completion of a successful demonstration, our team of experts took a total of 11 days to
completely integrate Web-e-Sign with all the business processes of Marelli SKH.

•

ERP Used: The business processes of Hughes are powered by SAP ERP.

•

Usage: Following a seamless integration, Marelli SKH Exhaust Systems incorporated Web-e-Sign to all their
Invoices, Agreements, Purchase orders, HR documents, Contracts and Form 16 signing processes

•

Success: After the integration of Web-e-Sign, Marelli SKH is able to fulfill their bulk digital signature requirements
with ease, in a time-efficient manner. Web-e-Sign is one of the reasons for the smooth flow of their organizational
activities.

Case Study 7

Ṅ

How Web-e-Sign helped out in
the smooth functioning of the
management processes of
Imperial Auto Industries Ltd.?

The
Story
Having started its journey as an automobile equipment
manufacturer back in 1966, Imperial Auto Industries is the
largest integrated manufacturer and assembler of fluid
transmission products in India. Back in 2013, Webtel
approached the company with our TDS compliance solution
software which impressed them with its performance. Over
time, they turned to Webtel for all their compliance
requirements such as Web-e-Tax, GST Learning, GST
software, Web-e-XBRL, Web-e-Invoice & E-way Bill.

Satisfied with our services, the Imperial Auto team approached us to seek a solution for their bulk
e-signing requirement without searching elsewhere. Our team assisted them with the installation of the
software, which in turn made the functioning of their management processes a lot easier.

Role of Web-e-Sign
• Integration: It took our team 10 days to completely integrate Web-e-Sign with all the business
processes of Imperial Auto Industries, helping them out with the smooth functioning of their
management activities.
• ERP Used: The business processes of Imperial Auto Industries are powered by Oracle.
• Usage: Web-e-Sign assists in the authentication of the Invoices, Agreements, Purchase Orders, HR
Documents, Contracts, and Form 16 for Imperial Auto Industries Ltd.

• Success: Web-e-Sign transformed the business processes of Imperial Industries by solving their
bulk digital signature requirements and supporting the smooth functioning of their management.

For any queries,
Please feel free to get
in touch with us on
Mobile: +91 7303393220
E-mail: contactus@webtel.co.in
Website: www.webtel.in

Head Office:

110-114, 1st Floor, Rattan Jyoti Building, 18,
Rajendra Place,
New Delhi-110008
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